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Getting Started with iPhone SDK, Android and othersEmereo Pty Ltd, 2008

	This book covers the known relative differences between the most popular mobile platform development options for handheld devices such as personal digital assistants, enterprise digital assistants or mobile phones.


	It helps guide developers in choosing a mobile platform for development on Information appliances, and covers iPhone...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 Pocket Consultant: Configuration & ClientsMicrosoft Press, 2013

	Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for administering configuration and clients in Exchange Server 2013. Zero in on core tasks through quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You'll get the focused information you need to save time and get the job done-whether at your desk or in the field.
...
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Flash: The Future: Pocket PC / DVD / ITV / Video / Game Consoles / WirelessNo Starch Press, 2002
Design simple Flash applications, business applications, and games for pocket PCs; use eVB and eVC to deliver these applications on the PPC without the limitations of Pocket Internet Explorer; create Flash content for playback on DVD; and use Flash to construct interfaces for interactive TV. The CD- ROM includes code and examples from the book plus...
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Linux iptables Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2004
Firewalls, Network Address Translation (NAT), and network logging and accounting are all provided by Linux's Netfilter system, also known by the name of the command used to administer it, iptables. The iptables interface is the most sophisticated ever offered on Linux and makes Linux an extremely flexible system for any kind of network filtering...
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C#.net Web Developer's GuideSyngress Publishing, 2001
This volume teaches Web developers to build solutions for the Microsoft .NET platform. Web developers will learn to use C# components to build services and applications available across the Internet. 

       The focus of The C#.NET Web Developer’s Guide is on providing you with code examples that will help you leverage the...
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Trigonometry (Cliffs Quick Review)Cliffs Notes, 2001
CliffsQuickReview Trigonometry mirrors the curriculum for a typical trigonometry course, which includes trigonometric functions, trigonometry of triangles, trigonometric identities, vectors, polar coordinates, and complex numbers. And, like all CliffsQuickReview books, it includes concise, focused review on introductory-level courses,...
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How to Do Everything with Your iPAQ Pocket PCMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Now you can do more with your HP iPAQ Pocket PC than you ever thought possible. Use this step-by-step guide to discover all the essentials about your iPAQ and put it to work with a thorough exploration of its hardware, software, and accessories. Learn how to use your iPAQ as a portable entertainment station for music, movies and games. Find out how...
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Field Guide to Clinical Dermatology (Field Guide Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Praise for the First Edition:

	
		"A superb guidebook to basic dermatology....One of the best quick-reference dermatology sources....This little gem should be a favorite of family physicians around the world."—American Family Physician

	
		Geared specifically to primary care practitioners,...
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Endocrine Secrets, 6eSaunders, 2013

	with a question-and-answer format that's conversational and easy to read.

	
		Zero in on key information with bulleted lists, mnemonics, practical tips from prominent endocrinologists, and "Key Points" boxes that provide a concise overview of important board-relevant content.
	
		Quickly...
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Windows Vista(TM) Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2006
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for the day-to-day administration of Windows Vista. Zero in on core support and maintenance tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You’ll get the precise information you need to solve problems and get the job done—whether you’re at...
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Women, Performance and the Material of Memory: The Archival Tourist,  1780–1915Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book proposes that the performance of archival research is related to the experience of tourism, where an individual immerses herself in a foreign environment, relating to and analyzing visual and sensory materials through embodiment and enactment. Each chapter highlights a particular set of tangible objects including: pocket...
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grep Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2009
grep Pocket Reference is the first guide devoted to grep, the powerful utility program that helps you locate content in any file on a Unix or Linux system. Several applications use grep, from mail filtering and system log management to malware analysis and application development, and there are many other ways to use the utility. This pocket...
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